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October sessions details 

 

The Iraqi parliament held the session (20), on 14-10-  2014of  the first 

legislative term / the first year of the third term .   Headed by first 

Number  Classification  

6 Sessions   

31 Clauses   

6  Not executed clauses  

9 First reading laws  

0  back read laws 

0 Voted laws   

1 Host     

8 Read laws   

12  Vote number   

1 Read statements   

0 Interrogations    

2  Reports   



 

deputy speaker Humam Hamoody , in the presence of (210) MPs. It is 

included :   

 

- First deputy speaker has confirmed ,in accordance with the legal context , 

that all draft resolutions which were in the council from the last term are to 

be un valid ,as soon as, the government is being out of action . Where these 

resolutions have been referred to the cabinet , which in return sent set of 

laws , in order to vote on them . Granting the sevenfold committee , which 

includes representatives for the parliamentary blocs and deputy speaker 

Araam Alshekh Mohammed , a chance lasts to Thursday . To settle the 

decision about the parliamentary committees , in order to propel the act of 

the parliament , these committees has a great importance for the legislative 

act . He pointed out , that the council will choose the principle of voting in 

the committees to elect their chairmanship or assume the chairmanship for 

two years by each committee .    

- The parliament has voted on granting the power to change the non-

permanent committees into permanent ones .  

Mr. Adeel Rashash has sworn, as an alternative to Hassan Kadhem . As 

member in the parliament .   

- MP. Gazee Aleghouud has read over the council a statement , calling the 

government and the parliament for helping Alanbar governorate and Heet 

township from the miserable human situation . He pointed out that ISIS , 

the terrorist group of Daesh, taken control over Heet , after that they have 

besieged many tribes , including Albounemer tribe . Which are plotting to a 

fierce offence by the terrorists , who destroyed infrastructures  and killed 

the citizens in Alanbar . Calling to lift the siege on Albounemer tribe and 

supply them with food and arms .       

 



 

- MP. Abed Alhade Alhakeem has read a statement , on the occasion of 

Alghadeer Day , he has congratulated the Islamic world and Iraqi people on 

this occasion , which most of the Iraqi governorates have celebrated in .  

- The first reading of the bill of the fourth amendment , of law of patent , 

industrial samples, un veiled information , integral sections and vegetal 

grades No. 65/1970 . which is presented by the committee of construction 

and facilities .   

- The first reading of the  bill of the fourth amendment , of paving law No. 

85/ 1963 . Which is presented by the committee of constructions and 

facilities , due to paving high costs which collecting from citizens by the 

municipality . To reduce the costs and include industrial and commercial 

real estate , to cancel the two laws of the deposed council of revolution 

leadership No.(184) on 30-11-1997 and (116) on 20-7-1998 .    

- The first reading of the Iraqi republic accession to the universal railway 

treaty , in Arabic East and its two enclosed attachments which are 

presented by the committees of international relations , construction and 

facilities . Aiming to contribute to develop railway act .  

  

The Iraqi parliament held, the session (21). On 16-10-2014 of the first 

legislative term/ the first year of the third term . Headed by, the speaker 

of the parliament Salem Aljboure , in the presence of (216) MPs. The 

session is included :  

- The speaker of the parliament Salem Aljboure, has decided to postpone 

swearing of the members of the parliament , who occupied governmental 

posts and the alternatives to those who occupied ministerial posts . With a 

view to summon all the alternatives to appear in the council next Saturday .   



 

- Mr. Salem Aljboure has paid a tribute to soul of MP. Ahmed Ali Alkhafage , 

who was martyred by the terrorist ,the enemies of God, Islam , Iraq and 

humanity .  

- The parliament has hosted, minister of foreign affairs Abraham Algafare . 

To discuss the Iraqi policy about the international coalition and 

international conferences results .  

- The Iraqi parliament held on 18-10-2014 , the  session 22 of the first 

legislative term / the first year of the third term . Headed by the speaker of 

the parliament Salim Aljboure , in the presence of (261) of the deputies . It is 

included :  

 

- Swearing as members of the parliament  MP Shwan Fareq as an alternative 

to  Najem Adean Omar who has resigned , MP Farah Basel as an alternative 

to  the minister of education Mohammed Kabal , MP Iman Hamed as an 

alternative to  the minister of health Adela Hamood .   

 

 

- The speaker of the parliament has welcomed by the name of the council , 

the Prime Minister Haider Alebade , who has attended the session and has 

completed the remaining ministries .    

 

 

- The council has granted the confidence for Rose Noure Shawes , as  a 

deputy of the prime minister . Mohammed Salim Alghaban as the minister 

of  interior , Khaled Alobide as minister of defense , Hoshear Zebare as 

minister of finance , Jasem Mohammed Ali as minister of emigration and 

emigrants , Adel Fahed Alshershab as the minister of tourism , Baean Noure 

as minister of  women , Saman Abdullah as  minister of state and Feread 

Rawendoze as the minister of culture . The Prime Minister has promised to 

be committed by the ministerial method , which have been presented during 

forming  the national partnership government . And then MPs have sworn.    

 

 

- The council has voted on the discussion of the security file consequences , 

in the presence of PM.   



 

 

  

The Iraqi parliament has held the session 23 on 20-10-2014, of the first 

legislative term / the first year of the third term. Headed by the speaker 

of the parliament Mr. Salem Aljboure , in the presence of (231) deputies . 

It is included :  

- Mp. Salih Aljboure has condemned ,by a statement,  the offence of ISIS on 

the township of Kara teba . He  warned from the disastrous situation , after 

the displacement of dozens of citizens . He asked the generalissimo of the 

armed forces to intervene and send military reinforcement to confront the 

terrorism group.  

- Reading a statement of the Kurdish blocs , by MP.  Repoar Taha Moustafa . 

He condemned in the statement the terrorist attacks , which launched  by 

terrorist groups on the township of Kara Teba. He pointed that the 

terrorists target the Iraqi components  .Calling for a secure measurement 

and reinforcing the joint political work between the parliamentary blocs. 

MP. Mona Alamere has read a statement of the education committee. She 

has congratulated the students and pupils for the new scholastic year , and 

called the educators to exert efforts to meet the success ,and  to improve 

the education level in Iraq . She has motivated them to take care of the 

displaced students and meet their needs .  

- MP. Haje Kandor has condemned the ISIS attack on housing complex of  

Yazidi citizens in Senjar . He called the federal government , the provincial 

government and the international organizations to intervene urgently to 

rescue the Yazidi citizens from the ongoing battles there .  

 



 

- The council has voted to approve the membership of MP. Najem Abdullah 

Sgher , as an alternative to Mr. Falah Hasan Zaidan , who accessed  the post 

of  minister of agriculture . And MP.   Iman Hamed Ali .  

 

- Mr. Araam Alshekh Mohammed has showed a report of the permanent 

committee of displaced , he pointed in this report that the committee has 

held a series of meetings with the stakeholders , about providing the needs 

of displaced people in various provinces . He called to allot the grant in aid 

quickly , and he  also pointed to the emergency need  to exert more efforts 

by the government to help displaced people . He expressed , that the 

committee is willing to receive documents and information about the work 

of the supreme committee . After the interventions of MPs. Mr. Salem 

Aljboure has asked the committee to take into account  the notice and 

ideas of the deputies , in order to,  include them in its report and to vote on 

the recommendations next session. He also praised on the committee work 

in this field .   

 

- The first reading of  the resolution of freedom of expression , meeting and 

civil demonstration , which is presented by the committee of human rights 

and the committee of culture and media .  

- The presidency has decided , upon  the request of the committee of health 
, to postpone the back read of the resolutions of establishing the federal 
and non-governmental health institutions , the law of the ministry of health 
, countering drugs and psychotropic substances . 

 

The parliament has held its( 24) session of the first legislative term , the 

first year on 28_10_2014 . The session was headed by the speaker of the 

parliament Mr. Salem Aljboure , (204) of the deputies have attended the 

session . It was included :  



 

-  Swearing of MP. Adnan Mohsen Aldanboes and MP. Ali Alsajre as 

deputies in the parliament and as alternatives to the deputy of the president 

Mr. Aead Alawe and the minister of environment Mr. Kotaeba Aljboure .   

 

- The speaker of the parliament has congratulated in his statement , the 

security forces , the public gather and Albeshmarka forces for their victories 

in Beje , Jourf Alsakher and Nenawa .  

 

 - The first reading of technical and scientific consultation bureau project in 

the ministry of technology and science which is presented by the committee 

of high education .  

 

- The parliament has voted to postpone, voting on continuing the reading of 

technical and scientific consultation bureau project in the ministry of 

technology and science . After finishing its first reading ,until  the time of 

hosting a representative from the ministry , to show them the basis and 

principles . Which they have based on in the draft resolution , that is 

presented by the committee of high education . This bill aims to put the 

ministry of technology and science as an alternative to the Iraqi nuclear 

energy organization , pursuant to the order (24_2003), by the deposed 

coalition power. And due to the necessity to invest the technical and 

scientific capabilities . By establishing a consultation bureau for these 

capabilities .  

- The first reading of the project of the Iraqi scientific convention , which is 

presented by the committees of high education , legal , culture and media .   

 

- The speaker of the parliament Mr. Salem Aljboure has congratulated the 

Iraqi sportive delegation , which have won 31 medal in the Asiatic 

championship .He also called the committee of sport and youth to prepare 

for a meeting between the presidency and the sportive deputation .  

 

 - The first reading for the bill of non-governmental universities and 

colleges , which is presented by the legal committee and the committee of 

high education .   

 



 

 - The first reading of the bill of prisoners reforming , which is presented by 

the committee of labor and social affairs , the legal committee , the 

committee of security and defense , the committee of human rights .  

 

 

The parliament session has  been held  on 30_10_2014 session (25 )of the 

first legislative term / the first year. The session was  headed by Mr. Salem 

Aljbouri . (221) of the deputies have attended the session . It is included:   

 

- Swearing of  Mezar Homade as an alternative to minister of defense Mr. 

Khaled Motaab , Mrs. Khadeja Jaber Almousawi as an alternative to 

minister of tourism Mr. Adeel Fahed Alshershab . As members of the 

parliament .  

 

- The member of the parliament , chairman of the sport and youth 

committee Mr. Amar Alfaez has congratulated in his statement the Iraqi 

sportive milieu and the sportive delegation , having participated in Asiatic 

Paralympics  circuit for disabled ,  for the great achievement , by winning 31 

medals in various games . 

 

- The parliament voted to call the sport and youth committee  to honor the 

winner athletes who  participated in Asiatic  Paralympics circuit .   

 

- The parliament voted  to remit (225 million Dinars ), from the  amount of 

(1 Iraqi billion ), which were allocated in the last parliamentary term by the 

Iraqi parliament for Syrian displaced , to Iraqi displaced.     



 

 

- The parliament voted  on the extension of the first legislative term for one 

month , starting from Nov.1 to Dec.1 . Within the power that is granted to 

the presidency of the parliament . The parliament voted  on the 

membership approval of the members : Mashan Khader Dhamen, Adnan 

Mohsen , Zaid Abdullah , Imad Abed Khder, Shwan hous and Ali Alsaraje  

,meanwhile, Mr. Salem Aljboure has called the objectors to recourse to the 

Federal Court .  

 

- The speaker of the parliament has pointed, that the presidency in accord 

with the parliamentary blocs aimed to reduce the costs of invitations which 

are being sent  to the deputies , over and above, the members will sit 

alphabetically . This will be applied next session , he also said that there are 

appeals which have been referred to the committee of defense and security 

, including hosting the generalissimo of armed forces and to investigate in 

the issue of Spyker and Alsaklawea , beside referring the  appeals of the 

deputies about Badoush jail investigation to the commission of human 

rights . 

 

- Deputy speaker Aram Alshek Mohammed has read over the parliament a 

report of the committee of forming  the permanent committees about 

electing  the chairmen , deputies , and rapporteurs of the aforementioned 

committee . It is included an explanation for the meeting which have been 

hold to solve the issue .  

 

- Hosting ministers of finance, planning, and oil to discuss the federal 

budget of 2014. 



 

 

- MP. Ghazi Algoud has read a condemnation statement . He condemned 

the terrorist attack  which made by ISIS against the people of Alanbar in 

general, and specially Albounemer tribal .    

- It is decided to rise the session to Saturday on 1-11-2014.  


